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It is known that poison chemicals used for agriculture enter in an organism of human and

animal by various ways and affect key processes in cells and tissues. These processes are

investigated insufficiently, nevertheless, investigating actions of chemicals on bodies and

tissues it, is possible to define a degree of its toxicity. In the present work influence of

defoliant dropp and insecticide buldok on protein synthetic ability (PSA) of cells of digestive

bodies (a liver, a stomach and duodenal gut) is investigated. Experiments carried out on white

not purebred rats - males in weight 160-180 g, which entered drop in doze of 1/5 IC50 5350

mg/kg, buldok 1/5 ICso4OO mg/kg and l4C-glutamine acid with the general activity 1 MK

Kurea (2.2*106 imp/min) in one hour up to slaughter. A control animal in parallel entered a

physiological solution. In animals hammered in one hour and investigated inclusion I4C-

glutamine acids in structure of synthesized proteins of a liver, a stomach and duodenal gut.

Action of preparations checked in 1, 24 and 72 hours after introduction. As have shown the

received data dropp suppresses PSA in cells of a liver on 14 % and 45 % in 24 and 72 hours

accordingly; in a stomach - on 32 % and 34 %; in duodenal gut - on 39 % and 48 %. PSA it is

more suppressed in a stomach. Further process is gradually restored in all bodies. Buldok in

the same terms suppresses PSA in a liver on 4 % and 25 %; in a stomach of 4 % and 16 % and

in duodenal gut on the contrary are raised with formation of protein on 27 %. The next day

there is restoration PSA in all investigated bodies. From the received data it is visible, that

defoliant dropp as well as insecticide buldok influence on PSA cells, but action of dropp is

stronger, than buldok. It will be coordinated to earlier received data on change of

morphological structures under influence of these pesticides. Though dropp and buldok differ

on dynamics of action on PSA digestive bodies, they are not strongly toxic preparations and

through short time are deduced from an organism. Thus, dropp and boldok as harwade F 25

and a sumi quickly suppress PSA of cells of a liver, a stomach and duodenal gut that cause

their low toxicity.
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